
- 90 
1 In the bottom of that last paragraph it sa's,. "prior 

2 to December 1985", those last two or three sentences? I' 

3 read them to you.  

4 A Let me fir' them.  

S Q "Prior to December 1985 approximately 300 Watts ear 

6 NCRs has been initiated by the plant staff. These t:CRs 

7 predominently identified design or construction deficiencies.  

8 jTherefore, the adequacy of generic corrective action taker 

9 jfor these NCRs would be similar to that taken for all those.  

10 tnitiated by OE and OC." 

iI A Right.  

12 0 Are you familiar with that statement at all? 

13 A I've read it.  

14 Q Did you have any substantive discussion on that 

15 statement at all? 

16 A I don't recall.  

17 Q What does it mean when it says "The adequacy cf !his 

i8 generic corrective action", these 300, 'is similar to that 

19 taken for all those initiated by CE and OC"? 

2o | That would tell me that this corrective actior.  

21 i adequacy is similar to all these others, but yet I don't see 

32 any statement as to what was the adequacy of all the others.  

23 11 It leaves me nowhere. I wonder why it is worded that way ar.n 

24 Rwhat it means? 

25 A Above that they're talking anout things done d--ri.  

APEX Rfirting f 4 Reipirid NefnrsWt Rupeuvr < 
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.91 
the construction phase by Office of ineering, and Office cr

2 Construction; how they did process KCRs, and this ia the 

3 relation of trying to relate the way the 'perations peoE.Ae 

processed NCRs of a similar nature.  

5  0 Well, I am really interested in the adeq.acy of 

6 generic corrective ac-ion which, in talking to one witness, 

7 m eans action taken to prevent recurrence, and that's one of 

* the places where I qat a vaue reference to somethin-
9  A Would you go on and read the beainning of the next 

10 |i paragraph? 

11 Q Sure. "Deviations have, at tines, identified 

12 weaknesses ir. elements of TV's corrective action programs, or 

13 the affect of this other implementation. However, as 

14 weaknesses or deviations are identified, either by TVA or by 

15 external sources, corrective actions or improvements are 

16 developed and implemented. That is a generic statement of t.h 

17 way the system is supposed to work." 

10 A Right.  

19  0 but here, this stacement is referring to adiq.acy 

20 of generic corrective actions being similar to some otner 

21 group and to complete the thought, I wonder why there's r.c 

22 statement of the adequacy of generic corrective actions of 

23 | these other ?JCRs? 

S24 A Ic says what it says. It follows discussiors c; 

25 tfne corrective actions by Office of Cngqrieernr. and Cf;ice . : 

APEX Asperting 
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' Correction -- Construct.con.  

2 It says what it says. If you were there to help 

3 write it, you might have chosen to write ic differently; vo.  

4 weren't. The people who wrote it, wrote it this way.  

5 Q Okay. Let me proceed-

6 A You have a preference for a different way. of 

7 answering, that's your preference, not mine.  

* J Q Let me remind you we're under oath: we have another 

9 individuali under oath who says that he specifically addressed 

10 )this issue with you and wanted to include core specifics on 

I) problems of implemietation; does that ring a bell with y:u at 

12 all? 

13 ,, A Nto, it doesn't.  

14 Q Did John tlcDonald ever talk to you about this 

15 , response? 

A No, he didn't.  

17 0 He never talked to you abouit nonconformances and 

to corrective action as&ociated with nonconr.formarce-

19 A Be talked to me once, that I recall, prior to tiMrch 

20 20th, and once after March 20th. The one prior to March 2Ctr.  

21 dealt entirely with the Cuality Improvement Program.  

22 i Did John McDonald ever calk to you about tch.t 

23 B response and get an answer from you that your stratecy was :z 

24 crt address impnrlwenation, but rather address crly 

25 rcrarymartc aspects-' 
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t A Never. 93 

2 MR. MURPHY: z have just a few.  

3 BY MR. MURPHY: 

SQ! Very early on today you said that you did not have 

S all of the information of March 2Cth, historically, correct? 

6 Did you not say that? I mean, you, yourself? 

7 ii A Yes.  

j C .Why didn't people ask people like Bill Cottle a-.C 

O I Mason about what had went on historically at TVA? And I ask 

0 jj this question because in reviewing the concurrent slips for 

the March 2ýth letter either Mr. Cottle or tr. Mason who 

,I occupied, a; the *iame I think, fairly siqnificant positions 

13 wit;iti the TVA nuclear power structure. appear en a 

1 concurrent sheet.  

r15 I guess my question is, how come we didn't co to !:r.  

Cotti?, 'idn't go to Mason, and say if we want a historical 

17 'prespectie, what's been going on here for the last bunch of 

yaars? 

A I believe Cottle did review these; didn't sicn off 

20 on them, but he did review, he was one of the reviewers for 

21 most of these; one of the reviewers for at least some of these 

attachments, did review them, and I don't think Mason was, b.
2. s 

23 ' he could have been on occasion.  

,24 4Mason had only shortly returned. He had primarLi.  

S ee. involved witfh requo-'ah ur ur.til that pcrnt i. i-ce.  
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94' t Cottle had been involved with Watts Bar, who was Lr.  

2 a position to k.ow most of these answers, but I th.rk he d4id 

3 review them.  

<4 0 Are you aware that Kr. Kason actually worked onr. te 

5 construction phase of the Watts Bar? 

6 A No, I'm not.  

7 " Q He has never mentioned that to you? 

* A He ruay have, but I don't recollect it.  

C9 So what you are saying is that they were called 

upon, at lea:, r. Mr. Cott*e's case, he was called upon to 

,j review somre of these technical reviews? 

12 A Some of them.  

13 C But you do not know to what degree? 

14 A Uo.  

15 i Q You also said in one point in time that this resp 

16 you did not write the response, right? You, yourself, did r.c 

17 write the corporate -- I am not talking about technical 

, reviews now, I an talking about the letter Ltself; you did -.ct 

9 draft that letter? 

20 A A couple of drafts along the way.  

21 Q No. I am talking about the final-

A The final draft? 

23 Q 0 The final? 

A Io. I didn't prepare that.  

25 * Y3u said thiac 'ou wouid have felt mcre corfzr:as.e 
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I - you would feel more .amfortable when responding tohirnl 

2 like this with more specifics? 

3 A Right.  

4  
C That conment was made earlier by you. I hope ; am 

5 quoting you correctly, and I think I am.  

6 Are you saying then, basically that you could fi-.d 

7 some disagreement the way the letter was written? 

»i A Again, a matter of preference. If I had writter. it, 

9 I would have ordered it differently, and I did in earlier 

10 | drafts.  

i I- think I've shown you, or you &iave earlier drafts.  

I; The response is worded differently. It doesn't change the 

13 basic response, word engineers - substantially, that's all.  

4 I mean you did not object in any manner to the way 

5 , the letter was written? 

16 iA t:o.  

17 MR. WILLIAMSON: I have one question, Mr. Kelly.  

18 BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

19 S Bow long should it take to define a question as to 

20 whether your meeting the requirements of Appendix B ar.d a 

21 specific plan? How long should that take, are you talking, to 

22 angwer? 

23 i A If you have a longer list of items requi r.q a 

34 ^great deal cf research, it might take a long rime. Ger.cr.. , 

c5 
1 yoj shcur.d be arce to respond CuicK1iy.  
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t C iours? Days? 96 
2 A If Somebody asked me on afA r where I was heavily 

3 involved with QA -- I would probably answer iammediulv, J 

4 unless thetr was some cications on it; information offered 

5 that somebody directed my attention as a challenge because 

6 would want to check it.  

7 C And you would be able to do that through prodects 

and-
I 

9 N It deeends %n what the issue was, how generai it we.  

IC 11 More specific, the easier it is to get to.  

i I n these cases, they are very general, each of the 

12 la are very general-. The supporting details involved came ou* 

3 a1 nd many of those are general and nonfocused. Each one had tc 

14' be checked. It was not an easy process.  

15 C In view of the fact that the previous April, 1985, 

it CT C was -- atts LB r and then the following ten or eleven 

17 months it iden.tified approximately 5,000, 5500 employee 

,g concerns, of which there were some thousand or 1200 safety/ 

9 quality concerns.  

20 Also during that period of time, August of '85, we 

21 had a stop work order issued because of welder qualitfscatlor.  

22 a And recertification, and also during that period of time, 

23 early '86, EG6G was on strike. ihe welding evaluatior.s, 

24 I looking at problems in the welding, and out of the 1,000 to 

2 ; .1200 quaiiy saafety issues that had been investirgated, : .  
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there had only been 25 or 30 of them investigated, but out of 

those 25 or 30 I think in excess of 50% I think I can 
3  substantiate.  

With all of this information, with all of this 

3 background, and with all of this history, it seems imrossi.bL 

that you could reach a conclusion that you're in coMpliar~ce 

7 with Appendix B and what it's for, having this informatcon, 

I not just the time that you arrived there, but the informatnc

9 j that you had access to months before you got there.  

10 So rmy question is, having all that information at 

11 that tine, ana because implementation seems to be an issue, 

12 do you still think that the response provided answered tre 

13 question I ask3: again, was adequate? 

14  A YoL just changed the nature of the question you war.  

15 me to answer.  

16 J! e And how I did I do that? 

17 A Beca%.se you're looking now for a statement was TVA 

Is a&ways in compliance with Appendix b? We didn't answer that 

19 question. We don't -- We didn't intend to answer that 

question. We didn't set out to answer that queston, ar.swer 

21 the questio, are we, at the instant, we answered the questior.  

22 We didn't know whether they always had beer, ar.4 

23 a dzdr.'t attenpt to answer that question, and that's what CTC 

24 was develpingq lots of information about thinqs that happened 

25 i .. the past.  
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98 
They may or may not have been in compliance with 

Appendix 5 at any instant of time.  

We were answering the question, are we? And that's 

the only question we answered; White was challenged *erly ir.  

the game, was he going to answer the question prior to his 

arrival and he sa.d no.  

MR. REIMHAR7: Who challenqed him with that? 

THE WITNESS: Probably Palladino, as I recai..  

MR. REIlflART: Probably? 

THE WITNESS: It was in a meeting wvth the



THE WITMESS. a meeting with the Commission, 
2  I think in February.  

3 MR. RZINATs Well. he was onboard then? 

4  THE M  WTESS es. he as. He was in charge 

at that point in time.  

NR. R RUIART. And he was challenged if he would 

7 answer before he came onboard? 

( j 'E WIT EiSS. 1 e was asked, not challenged.  

9 He yes asked is he going to address TVA what happened in 

'0 the past, and he said no, he was goinag to Look to the future, 

Ti and he wasn't trying to assess** what happened in the past 

12 or didn't intend to examine it and come up with the answer 

13 for all the past.  

14  MR. REINWARTs How does * company not address 

is complianci with the requrements of Appendix B if they don't 

16 have some continuing basis? 

17 I can understand how to address on a continuing 

is basis. I don't understand how to address it on & given day.  

19 I just don't understand that concept. Maybe you could expLain 

20 that a Little bit? 

21 It s*e mwith the information that Len just 

22 j brought up, there was a preponderance of evidence showing 

23 a continuation of problems with Appendix 8, and how did they 

24 suddenly turn the switch on whatever day it was that -- that.  

25  T HE WITNESSs The question was are we Ln compliance 
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24 

25

MR. RXUNHARTs What -- what is the time from 

this letter's addressing? What date or time frme? 

THE WITNESSs Talking abcit March of 1966.  

MR. REINHARTs Mot talking about February of 

'86 or December of 'I5? Is it only narch of '667 

THE WITNESS Wall, we're talking about the time 

we sent it, are we in compliance.  

NR. REINKARNT Well, I'm -- are you discounting 

everything prior to March 20th then? 

S* THtE ITNISS: White said he was not going to 

respond for the time or events prior to his arriving on the 

scene.  

MR. MURPHYt Just a second. now -An vn AA rhAP
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7

with Appendix . anod that's what we tried to answegr are 

we in copuIaNc with Appendix I.  

ow, you may have had an uncontrolled process 

that would have put you in noncompiance in '74 or '75 or 

anytime U until then, and if you wanted me to answer that.  

I don't have the infonmation to answer it.  

I was Looking at what was going on. especiaLly 

in these areas where we hd a concern raised. was the concern 

being addressed and being resolved, and if that's happening.  

then we are in compliance with Appendix 8.  

How it got there may have been in noncomplianc.  

I don't know.

?>
S)Y



Now can you rapoad to events not happening before White 

S ot eo the scene when the eleven 5'.6 Perceptions are based 

on complaints, complaints mind you, that obviously took place 
before Mr. White cme on the scene? 

5 
Are we saying that we're not going to -- are 

Swe saying we're not respondin to the *eleven perceptions? 

THRE WITnSS. I'm telling you what we were dcing 
***a to fix those.. se we"re W preoedus or we were trainingA v 

people. We were doing things about them.  
10 

nR. WURWFNY I unaerstand that, Mr. Kelly.  

THE WIMTNSSt We didn't try to-

M1. MURPHYI I'm getting a Little confued here.  

S3 If we sit down and one of the eleven perception is that 
14  TVA is not complying with Appendix 9 of Watts Bar, all right? 
S5 Okay? Now, that statement was made prior to Mr. White's 

16  arrival.  

17 HeN wasn't onboard, I don't think, on L9 December.  
That's the date this thing was made. The eleven perceptions 

19 or any supporting documents that T've seen from the eleven 

perceptions are employees' «cmcerns that were generated before 

21 Whit., Mr. White, got on the scone, right? 

22 THN WITNWEs, Tat's right.  

2 K. MURPHYs How can White -- how can he now 

24 say we're not going to Look at this from the historical 

2 perpective?7 mean, what -- if all the concerns that we're 
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102 e ddresiWng are Past history. I mean the happened before 102 
2 he got there, ow can we -- how an we make this statemnt 
3 it were -- about our future without addressing what has 

g oat that? raybe I don't understand 

5 I what you're talking about.  

* THI WITNES. I ow can we? Me told you that's 
7 what he was doing. He did answer that question.  

SN-. REINMAs Were does he say that? Is that 
9 in the letter? I missed it. Dos he say in the letter that 
O he's not addressing December 19th or January 3rd Dos he 

11 say ha's only addressing March 20th? 

STHE HWITNSS nWhat was the question on January 
13 3rd from Bingo to him? 

14  
KR. RAINMARTs. Denton.  

THE WITNESS. He said are you in compLiance, 

16 what is the corporate position, are you in compliance.  

, KR. REINMARTi On -- on January of *86, in 

I, I reference to Dfcember of 1,95, not March 20th, so the response 

< to be responsive would address the question asked.  

3 V TIE WITNESS, If you don't like that answer, 

21 0 you're going to have to ask it of somebody else. I'm telling 

22 you that he told the Commissioners that he didn't intend 

23 to address the past, he intended to address what he found 

24 and the future, ha wasn't interested in looking back.  

25 M R. REINHARTs Did he tell Mr. Denton 'hat in 
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I 103 S| his Letter? Now did Mr. Denton know that? 

2 !TN VITiWMSSt Ne said it overall we are in 

3 copliance. That's -- are, not were.  

4 
, MR. REtMARTs Na're talking about time period.  

Where in the Letter dos he address time frm? 

T* VI TKRES» Just the tense, the tense of the 

7 statement. we are in compliance, not we always were. DLdn't 

Sanswer that question.  

9 NR. RINMARTs Now-

c  TH WITNSSs And he said ha -- if asked, he 

I; wouldn't be able to answer that questJin. I think.  

12 MR. REINMART There's a difference, Mr. Kelly.  

13 between are on March 20th and always were 6,000 years past.  

14 There's a vast significant time period in there-

is; THE WiTNrESs Yes-

16 NR. ASIOAsTs -- that we need to address, not 

17 just March 20th and not all time past, but specifically the 

18 Last 18, 20 Ionths in there, and, very specifically, December, 

19 '651 January, '86.  

20 I don't --* how -- maybe you can explain to me 

21 how can you give a responsive answer when you don't even 

22 i address the time period in which the question is asked? 

23 Now's that responsive? 

24 THE WITNESSi He answered -- we answered thA 

25 question, are we in compLiance. That's all we answered.  
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104 
NR. RENIMAUT But not even in the time period

asked?2 

4 

6 

7 

9 

to 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

18 1 

20 

21 

22 

II 
24 

.  

A5

MR. REINMARTs We're talking December 19th to 

March 20th. He wasn't even addressing December 19th? 

THS WITNESS, He was addressing from the time 

he showed up as to what he was observiag, not things that 

happeond prior to his shoving up.  

MR. REINHARTs Okay. Now, we're expanding a 

little bit now. So we're saying he addressed January 13th 

to March 20tb?
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4
THl WITNUSSs And he -- he announced, and it's 

documented in transcripts of the meeting where he said he 

wasn't goaig to address the past.  

MN. MURPHYs Mhat do you mean by past? Anytum 

before the 20th of Narch? 

THE WITMESS Prior to his arrival.  

NI. MURPHYs But all the allegations, all the 

concerns here, are something that was surfaced prior to his 

arrival. Are you toiling me that he did not intend to address 

these issues in the Lettar? 

THE WITNESSi He did not intend to answer whether 

they always were in compLiance with Appendix B.  

MR. REINMNART We're not talking about always.  

THE WITNESS. Or ever were. Choose your own 

words.



I. THE WITUSSI Mow -- now, you're trying to word 

2 engineer -. I'm telling you-

3  RN. INIHAaRT. I'm trying to pin you down to 

4 what we're talking about. irst you said just March. Then 

5 you said just March 20th. and now you said from the time 

S| White showed up.  

THE MITNESSe I said what he sai 4 to the 

a1 Commissicaer was it was his intent not to review all past.  

9 That's what he told the Commissioners in a public meting, 

1C and it's documented in the record. That's what he intended 

11 to answer, and that's all he intended to answer, and that's 

12 what we -- thau's what we did answer.  

13 MR. REINNARTs But there's a difference between 

14 not all past and some reasonable period of time. Did ha 

15 give some dates or make it claar that not aLL past-

16 THE WITNESS, We were Looking at what we observed 

17 when we were there.  

.8 MR REINNARTs So give me your besoot shot, please, 

19 jof the dates approximateLy covered by Mr. White's answer.  

20 THIE WITNESs, February and March.  

21 MN. NURPHYs Let me - it he's addressing the 

22 February/March tie trame, okay, in his cover Letter, right? 

23 Then, in essence, he's giving no co.sri^--*-'.n at all to 

24 the eleven NSR's perceptions because they aLl. occurred before 

25 that tiue.  
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1 1:' just -- I'm not arguing with that answer. O0 3 

2 I'm just saying. to that what you're saying? 

3 THE WITNESS. Re's saying that based on everything 

4 that Was ge*rated, those issues, he found some probLem 

5 in them. and he found that corrective actions were planned 

6 or in process on those, and those put him in compliance with 

7 Appendix a.  

S1i He didn't say whether, at some point, they hadn't 

9 boon, but we looked at those eleven issues-

10to . NURPHYs But-

1i THE WITNESS. --and what was being done with 

12 them.  

13 MR. NURPHYs. ut they -- if we're addressing 

14 what's taken place from, I will say, January 13th, I think 

15 that's the date Mr. White took over as manager of nuclear 

1 power, forward to Narch 20th, and that's the period of time 

r that that Letter, if you don't mind, I mean, we can say 

February/Narch, we can say from the time of his arrival until 

19 then.  

We're still not addressing what took place prior 

21 to his arrival, also what resulted in the eleven NSR's 

,, perceptions because all that was prior to Mr. White's arrival? 

23 THB WITNESSs That's right.  

24 MR. MURPHYI And as you understand that Letter, 

i we didn't talk about that because that's all history? 
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STHE ITNEMSSt We did not try to asse* whether107 

2 you should aaks a statement about compliance with Appendix 

3 8 prior to that time.  

4  N. M NURPHYs And your statement only is saying 
3 that from 13 February or 13 January or some date after his 

6 arrival until March 20th, right, when he sent the Letter, 

7 that he was in compliance? 

* I Do I understand that -- I mean, I want to maks 

9 that clear.  

1C THE WITNESSs That's right.  

11 MR. MURPHYs And he's made no effort to really 

12 connect the date of 19 January when Mr. Sauer says that we're 

13 not in compliance, and this is a, you know, we're not in 

14 compliance with Appendix 5 at Watts Bar, and this is -- these 

eleven or ten perceptions are the areas in which we have 

,1 a problem.  

17 We're not even kind of considering that? By 

Sconsidering, I sean by including that in our response-

19 THE WITNESSs We included the data we got on 

20 those elweven issues which led to that conclusion in the 

21 attachments as to what's being done with them.  

22 1 Ml. MURPHY# Yes.  

21 THE WITNESS, We didn't address the -- wheather 

24 i the reason one of those items happened represents noncompliance 

25 with Appendix B. We didn't do that, although we reported 
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1 in the attachments things that were reported " 50/55-9's0 

2 that. obviously, were in noncompliance with something. and 

3 those are identified where possible, and so that would lead 
4 somebody to conclude at some point in the past there was 

9 potential noncompliance with Appendix e.  

6 Why, he was answering the question, are we in 

7 compliance, and that's all he intended to answer.  

I NR. RINMARTs Why did he discuss the program 

9 history back into the seventies? 

10  T HE WITNESS, Addressing those specifics -- there 

n were two questions in the Letter of January 3rd. Both of 

12 them had to be answered. One was are you in compliance with 

13 Appendix B, and it somebody has the Letter. there's another 

14 iquestion.  

15 MR.* OINSONs To quote the second paragraph 

16 of the January 3. 1986, letter from Harold Denton to Mr.  

17 H.G. Parris, 6In order to assist the MNRC in determining 

I whether or not TVA is in violation of the Commission's rules 

19 and regulations and your constrjction permit, you're trquested 

Z to furnish under oath or affirmation TVA's corporate position 

I with respect to whether or not 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, 

22 of requirements are being met at the Watts Bar facility." 

23 'This position should be provided in writing 

24 no later than January 9. L96-." The next paragraph, 'Within 

25 thirty days, TV'-'A shall provide information on an iLtem by 
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103' 
item basis that supports the TVA corporate position. Itf 

any corrective actions are associated with the items. that 

information should also be provided.0 

THE WITNESSt So, we identified, in the Letter.  

that 10 CFR 50 is now being compLied with, and we identified 

the corrective actions required for the specitics that were 

alluded to or attached to that memo, the eleven NSRS 

perceptions.  

MR. RZENHARTI Did the fact that Watts Bar had 

been certified as ready for fuel Load have any significance? 

THE WITNESSs No.  

nR. REINHARTs Does not certification for fuel 

load imply that the plant had been constructed in accordance 

with the FSAR which includes a 10 CRt SO Appendix S program 

required to be implemented? 

THE nITNESS. Nost likely, yes.  

nR. REINMARTs Most likely, yes? Exactly, yes.  

Do you know any plants

TKt WITNESS, I wasn't in it in '55.  

MR. RIINHARTs Do you know any near term operating 

plants that don't have a requirement to build a plant in 

accordance with the requirements of 10 CRf 50 Appendix ?7 

THE WITNESSs Mot that I know of.  

MR. REINKARTs Okay, that's correct. Don't you 

think that was a consideration at this time7 Don't you thnnk
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1 the-

2 THU WITNUSSi For who-.  

3 MR. RZNHARTs ComissLion was under the impression 

4 that-

3 THI WITNESS, Who was -- consideration for who? 

N M. RIZMARTS For the people, for the NOC, for 

TVA. Here, we have a plant Certified to have been built 

in accordance with Appendix a. MHre, we have wSRS sayinq 

I that didn't happen, and to just not answer that and say welL, 

io on Narch 20th, w'U patch everything up and make it okay, 

i is that really responsive to a reasonable appreciation for 

what we're dealing with? 

THE WITNESS. It's responsive when White teLls 

-̂  you up front that he's not addressing the past and doesa'r 

have any intention of addressing tie past. He wasn't there 

to address the past, and he didn't sign the certification.  

As a matter of fact, subsequently, when h; became 

aware that i till went on the record, he withdrew that 

request.  
19 

0 BMR. MURPHYs Let me ask you about that. Help 

21 me out because I -- I think the rescission of that 

certification Letter occurred in, maybe, April 16th or 

i something, but, you know, one month after we certified that 

I2 the plant is in compliance with Appendix S, right, is that 

what the March 20th letter said, we withdraw -- we escind 
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I a letter -- the certification Letter which tends to make 
2 one believe that we're not -- we're not ready for fuel Loading 

3 yet. I mean, we got some problems.  

4  THE ITUISS. That's right. I would guess that 
5 when-

SNMR. MURPHY$ I mean, I don't know. -

7 Ti WITNESSe -- you talk to White, he wiLL teLl 

S you that he didn't think it was ready because we still had 

9 ;i a number of investigations ongoing, and we didn't have final 

1o |answers whather everything was proper or not proper. We 

in didn't know.  

12  MR. MURPHYs Whose decision was it to limit this 

13 response only to a very narrow time tram, is. February/Narch.  

14 19867 Was that Mr. White's decision, personally? 

THE WITNISsi As far as I know it was, yes.  

6 MR. WURPHYs Did you advise him one way or the 

17 other on that? 

?8 THE WITNESSi The first I heard of it was when 

19 he made the statement in response to a question from one 

20 of the Coomissioners.  

21 MR. MURPHYo But did you advise his one way or 

22 the other? 

23 THE WITNISS. go, I didn't discuss it with him 

24 prior to that.  

25 MR. MURPHYs As we go through this, these 
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Now, did I make the decision that we would aimit 
our revie*s to the time t' t White was aboard? No, I didn't 
make that 4decison. Wh;* made* that decision in response 
to a question.

SOnce he made that decision. I had no problem 
with that decision. It made responding to the Letter somewhat 
easier because if I had to address the entire history of 
TVA, it would have booeen a major challenge, and we wouldn't 
have answered on March 20th.  

.*MR. MURPHY, Let's say you wer.n't going to address 
the entire history of TVA, but just 'he j -1 of 1984, '5, 
spring of 16, would there have booeen other things you would 

APEX Reporting 
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intervLews with different people. we keep coming back to 
who made the decision on 10 CPR 30 App.endix . Who made 
the call, who made the decisions? 

Iverybody says Mr. Kelly, and now we'r talking 
to Mr. Kelly, and Mr. Kelly's saying no. Am I reading that 
right? 

THWI InuSs, YOu're reading It wrong.  

MR. MURPHY. What's the correct reading? 

THE WtMuSSt Did I make a call on whethe we 
were, at that point in time. March of 'I6, in compliance 
with Appendix Yes. I did. I recommended that to White, 
that we -- as far as I could determine we are in compliance 
with Appendix B.
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S have considered? 113 

2 THI WITNRSSt Yeah. I would have had to Look 

3 at the events that took place in those pritods of time, and 

4 I didn't Look at those, all those, events.  

5  MR. MURPHY$ In the list of items that Mr.  

6 Williamson Listed off, it covered some significant actLviti s 

7 in that period of time. They were not considered? 

I THi WITNESS& Only their current status, not 

9 the cause of the event that caused it to happen. Just the 

to10 current status.  

11 MR. NURPh'Ys Are all of those things resolved 

12 today? 

13 THI WITNISSs No.  

14 MR. MURPHYs So they weren't resolved in March 

15 of '867? 

THE WITN2SS* The welding study on the welding 

17 issue hasn't been finished yet. Reports aren't issued, 

is although they're close. There are other things stiLL haven't 

1 beer resolved, and Watts Gar haan't teen re -- hasn't been 

o started, and the Last I heard, they hadn't reapplied for 

21 a license because they're not sure they're ready for it yet.  

22 MR. MURPHY, I have some closing remarks. Mr.  

23 Kelly, have I or any other member of the NRC here threatened 

24 you in any manner or offered you an! rewards in return for 

25 this statement? 
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- tl CS -. to. . 114 

P009 I» Me y0o iOWS thLs statemet Er-eLy 

i adwoI~ustgjlly? 

.wm vrniss, res.  

SiM. wWQr. EsI therC rayth"ig ftuther you wouLd 

* t lcr to add Cor the cod7 

T aW WrfLsss« rsth. I'd LU to ask a question.  

* I look around at the four of you, ed you all. ook dismayed, 

S *esperated Lik the exasperation on your face, frustration.  

'C * Did you have some preconceived ides? 

Why ar you reacting to the facts, or are you 

t not getting a story chat you understand? 

:U M. mwRPrS I can only speak for yewlf, Mr.  

SKelly. I have a great deal of trouble undertanding your 

t5 statement.  

* T his is the closing statement, as you understand.  

T Me've had a lot of questions about wat tim period this 

fa addressed, and I'm not dsputing the fact that Mr. White 

19 mfght - I don't recall, I think I've revieed that transcript 

M0 of tis pw ieetation to the lWC, but I don't recall his 

;i eutaishbiag that.  

22  It may well be the case, but I guess rom my 

23 viewpotnt the confusion Lies in that we're iking a statement 

24 , bout whether we're in compliance with Appendix S or not, 

;s and .: seems to e i twe say from this date focvard, tsat 
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Swe* e leteLy dir the esons that the quest Lo 
2 Va ask to begin with. so It my tind. io not cer-an whethe 

that qmtloa w nswer. and mybe wed better ask oey 
* *1s the qestion, but it seems to that if you say in 

SFebruary of March. .Taay, whateer tim frEme y tafe 

* after Mr. White arrive. from that tim until March 20 th 
S ad say wer r in copianm with Appendi B. and w're riot 

* giving - and were not ce&UL osidn; in, a great deaL, 
S the initial allegations or the Lttitl Concern of 0r. Sauer 

IC which predate Mr. White.  

I just don't understand how that answer can be.  
:2 That's just y personal view. I don't -- man, it sem 

13 Like you can't have on without the other. You either got 

:i a -- if w're going to say w're in capliance with Appendix 

5 e must address the oncerns that led to this sndividual 

:. making his sttmnt that he didn't think they were complywin 
;7 with Appendix B at Watts Sar.  

3I kno you said you'e addressed the in your 

19 technical rponses, but someh, in your statemt. I get 

20 disconnect between technical reoonus and the Wdea that 

21 w'ret in compliance with Appendix ,. so , don't know.  

2' man, maybe" i t's ittitng that we ask sorebody 

23 eLsa the question, the oriqinstor of the Letter. I don' t 

24 know.  

:5 THe wfiWtSS: Ine.  
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I N-. MWrPWYt Anyoae else care to co m--t? 

2 -. NKSVE Can I ust ask just - the document 
3 that you wre showing him earlier. Dan-

* NW. HUWPRYt Yes, sir-

5  NR. " mESVI -there were a lot of. I guess 

6 indvidual empLoyee concerns you were referencing.  

7  "E. nUrPS T res, sir.  

I. NE. NESEIVE« A I correct that these various 

9 employe concerns are addressed in this Efve feet of back

0 up or whatever that we wre talking about ad that you talked 

i, about here in this session? 

12 THE WITWEss They should be.  

13 MN. NESERYVi And the attactment to the March 

14 20th Letter, then, was supposed to be summry a summary 

,5 of the analysis referring to the *leven specifie WSRS criteria; 

i MTHE WITSESS. Correct.  

7  pR. NWSERVtl That are addressed in concerns, 

S and aLL of the backt-up with the specific concerns were 

9 contained in this five foot of documents which you had 

0 j ebl6*ad for NRC review whenever they wanted to Look at 

21 it. Is that right? 

22 * T tR WITNESSs The data on which the response 

23 4 or th* attachment was beed was in that package.  

24 MR. WILLIAMISOWr One correction, Mr. Meserve.  

2; : don't think aLL of the -- at that point in tLu and even 
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todayr the - the S.000 or 5.600 concSns raised at Watts 
2  ar had beem -dAed at the time that

2  mTHI WITMEss Mot all of them related to these 

* eleven-

M5 R. LLANaSOw 3 Ixactly.  

STT WITNM s Only a few related to these issues.  
7  

m. WILLIANSOW. tad even the safety concerns 

* were only about 25 ef 1,600 at that tim in the Jaruery/ 

February time ftr that had been Lavestigated -

'a R . ESBERVEs But of the eleven uSES perceptions 

or whatever e call them, the individual concerns that related 

r. to those eleven perceptions are all reflected L the back

13 upt are they not? 

i^ MR. URtPU Y Only those that -- that were known 

is in the process. In other words, as the process continued, 

'r there's more concerns, but only thos that had been addressed 

- to that point-

:  M . MESEPVs liad been surfaced.  
19 MN. URPHYS Wnot surfaced in the view tsat they 

20 had been brought to the attention of oIC. but surfaced to 

t the point where they had been referred to MSX and WUS had 

22 taken a look at then and mad some type of nLdependent 

23 Judgment.  

24  MR. RESERVEs Okay. So that in order for those, 

Z5 »ssenta'lly, to get on the Cable, MSS had to get them 
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4 originally. or they had to cos to MSS.  

2 R.* ImuWyrrt res, sir.  

2  MN. NESZRVEt And those anes that had come to 

A WSRS were all reflected in the back-up docmens.  

5  NR. ItUMiART doI n't know if we can say all.  

6 If you say all. iLts pretty eManmpassing. The back-up 

7 documntation, based on what you, TVA. TVA contractors. TVA 

I loan management, everybody helping TVA has presented to 

9 the NSC, that documentation -s supposed to have substantiated 

t0 the Karch 20th letter.  

' e're looking for correlation and responsiveness 

12 Ln reflecting the information in that documentation to the 

,j Letter.  

14 NW. EZSERVEs I guess the problem I have, you 

Is know. I'm virtually a lay-mn. I've set through a couple 

t6 of these things, but the WRS has certain perceptions that 

a have caused, ustifiably, som concern, and tn ask you 

to to Look at it.  

19 Thos -- the individual, as things are specified, 

2C there are concerns that surface and then are addressed and 

21 4 are containd, or the manner in which they've been addressed 

22 is contained in the back-up documentation.  

23 A summary is thRn prepared for purposes of 

;4 responding. It's kind of Like an executive sumpary of fveo 

5 f!eet of material.
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WM. NESRVls r1 Can't anmwer that. I mean. I 
wasnt -- mY understanding is that the -- that the summarLes 
were suppoed to address the *Leven -- or did address the
*e1

You talked about, eariter wen you addressed 
1them, the programmatic fashion or, I uss, an 

ifashion.  

R. RIUAIrTr Well., see, that's what we're gett.ng
a
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The five feet of material is gathered for 113 
I Gpecific purpose f the MC eople, not the Commissioners 

who at*e t going to get into that kind of detail. but the 
staff people who probably will.  

Itts there. and it's available to them at iLL 
tmes-. Now. if any one of the six of us around the table, 
seven of us. r guess, wre to summarie any pile of documents, 

1* would get seven different esumeries, no doubt about it.  
What was important to you might be less important 

to somebody else, and vice versa, but as long as the raw 
data is there and is available for anybody. whatever your 
perception or approach is, it's there, and it's there freely 
for anybody to inspect it at any time.  

KR. EUIARTr Well. lot me ask you a question.  
Is it your understanding that those perceptions were suaries 
of that data?

1



SNn A may - nd mabe there was 
2 i nt perspective. Maybe there ean't. t at know.  

3 I ran't there, and I don't practice befor. the mC. and 
Sthis is kind of a trip into Sewer lever Land, in war. for 

5 me Lstening to some of this. but it's -- it strikes me that 
6 J if the back-up data is there and somebod goes through it 
7  and is trying to understand the question that is asked in 

I Letter and respods to it in a certain manner, that he or 
9 she, in this case hbe, thinks is what is a response to the 

T question, after the fact you he may say weLL, maybe he should 

have taken a different tact.  

Maybe he should haver maybe he shouldn't have.  

'3 It dePends on the reader's perception, but if all the raw 

14 material is there and is availabLe, you know, awbody can 
!S look at it and make his own or her own judgments as to what 

It it means.  

Maybe I'm way off base. I fon't know. t'm 

1T not-

19 NP. WOBINSOg. WeLL, the main point is, as Long 

20as Mr. Kelly can assure us that in the January/March time 

2 frame, in the one era, the Appendix 8 rquirements with respect 

22 i to those eleven issues were, in fact, being met at Watts 

23 1 Gar, that's -- that is the framework that was chosen to answer 

2 i the question.  

5  hat's y understanding. As long as he can 
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» 121 asurem -e toat he aes satisfjed in his mind ead Mr. Whhite 

2 -s satisfied in his mind that the requiremanta of Appendix 

3 8 ure being met at Watt* Bar at that tim in those reas.  
then that's the answer to the question.  

5  R. RE IZ HMART Let m use a illustration with 

6 you. and I don't mean to be childish, but it seems it is 

7 childish.  

S '! y little boy's out in the kitchen playing.  

9 I said are you playing in the cookie jar, are you playing 

IC in the cookie jar, and he says no. I go in there, and he's 

1 got chocolate chips smeared all over his face, and he 

12 I say her, John. I asked you if you were playing in the cookte 

13 jar and you said no.  

He said well. I wasn't when you asked me the 

5 question. Where did the chocolate chips come from? Well, 

!6 I was playing in the cookie jar five minutes before.  

17 Do you think I'm going to tan his hide? I'm 

I: not going to argue semantics. I'm going to tan his hide, 

19 and I think that's the childish geme that I'm dismayed about.  

0 MR. NEStgeVs Okay. I think rfet's, mumber One, 

21 if he did sewver that, he's a smart kid, but, I mean-

22 MR. IIINHARTs I wouldn't want him to grovw p 

23 I to think that was smart.  

24  MR. NESERVE, I know, but what happened though 

25 Ls that you asked hiA, are you playing in the cookie !tr, 
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end he gara you the accurate answer. 122 

If you aked hi were you playing in the cookLe 
jar, and I think aost parents wel ask were you in the coocEt 

«ar. I ee chocolate on yCur face, were you in the cookie 

jar.  

If you had been in the kitchen or, I take it 

back. Looking at it from. presumably. from Mr. Whites point 

of view, if he had no responsibility for the cookies in the 
Sjar prior to a certain priod. he has no way of controlling 

or being even in indirect control of what went on.  

To ask him the question of what went on with 

respect to that cookie jar prior to his coming on the scene, 

it's as easy at that point for the questioner or anybody 

else to find the answer to that as it is for him.  

He's only responsible for, basically, what 

happened on his watch, and be comes on and he can say as 

far as -- since I've been here, I can do it. If you want 

me to go back and reconstruct it, I can try to do that, you 

can try to do it, we can all try to do it, there are a Lot 

of questions that have to be asked, and I an no better equippet 

to ask those questions than you are, but I'lL try to do it 

if that's what you want M to do.  

Ni. REINNAUM For the record, lt me- ay that 

Mr. Noeserv's statements are his opinion and not particularly 

addressed Ln this discussion.



_123 
MR. NSRVEZs HVll. otviousLy. I hasten to add 

2 that I he ws backgrond knowledge about this whole -sLtuation 

3 other than what I've glened in sitting through two - three 

£ days of this and a brief discussion with Mr. Kelly prior 

5 to that.  

6 I ' just talking. frankly. hypotheticalLy, which 

7 is -- which is what we got to, but, I mean, if somebody says 

e. this is the period It going to address and makes it know.  

9 up front, I don't think that there has been misLeading or 

tC failure to answer.  

If someone said to you, you asked him an I in 

?; the cookie jar, the answer is no. Are you asking was X in 

12 the cookie jar? Then r's going to answer truthfuLLy and 

*; the answer is yes.  

5 mKR. EitARMMTs See, in the hypothetical situation, 

is I want my son to grow up to be a Little more reasonable and 

,- responsive.  

M NR. NESEKRVE Oh, I think that's -- your son 

19 1 asks you, picks you up on a question and says what are you 

2 asking me, nos or then, that's a perfectly reasonable response 

21 and he'LL aoswer it -- what's important is tA! 1?: answers 

22 jt truthfully, mTat's what's important.  

23 MR. MURPKYs Let me point out something, that 

24 the omenrt I think that White takes his seat as manager, 

: a.uclear power, he becomes responsibLe for the condit.on of 
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r the plants, right? 124 

2 No*, if the conditions of the plants were terrLble 
3 right. t mean. historically were terrible, he' .till 
Sresponsible for them as with anybody else here.  

5 As with Mr. KeiTy, if he takes over as QA aanager 
6 4 at TVA, if the conditions have deteriorated to a terribLe 

7 state at that point in time, he's still respoaibLe for them 
* and, therefore, you know, you - it would be difficult to-

9 MR. KELLYs Responsible to take action.  

!C MR. NESERV s He's responsible to get them ito 
shape.  

i: MR. MURPHYI That's right.  

r iMR. MEs.RVEs le's not responsibl for what 

Ui happened before he gat h.e

MR. MURPHTY no, I agree With you.  

MR. HEISEVm, And I think that's one of the keys, 
Is that he's working in a program to try to gt it back on 
its feet.  

J R. OURPHYs e.s, and I think in a nucLear program, 
iwhich I'm Led to believe relies on documented history and 
Sthings that have taksn place over the years to insure that 
this plant is cnstructed in compliance with Appendix 8, 
right, then he must assure that from a historilt viewpoLnt, 
i" "y view, that it is, in fact, being constructed in 
comppiance with Appendix A.
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RZ1. mean Naybe*we ought to Clarity. Kr.  * J BI.«n~w K^ . ,^ f, ^^ 123 
2 Deatos's letter to TVA. no,. to Mr. Whit. asked the corporate 
3 position.  

The NRC and the NRC staff expected the corporate 

5 position. The corporation, as Crepresentd by its officers, 

6 requests an extension in giving the corpora'. position Until 
7 Mr. White came onboard.  

8The mRC and the staff still expected the corporate 

9 position, regardless of who was giving it. Mr. White, as 
10 agency -- as the agent for that corporation, had the moral 
U responsibility to give a responsive corporate position, not 
12 Mr. White's position.  

1 NIR. KELLY. He had -- let as- I'll coment 

Son that. He had the responsibility to answer the questions, 

and he also has the responsibility to make sure that everything 

.at that plant is proper before it is put into operation, 

-and he hasn't, as yet, put it into operation or requested 

19 that it be put into operation.  

t9 He is assessing a lot of material and correcting 

a lot of things that have been found in -- wrong or 

21 ,quesWtionable, and he hasn't concluded that process yet.  

22 That's known to you, it's know to the NWCr and 

23 he submitted recovery plans which identify the specific action 

2. .on each plant TVA has as to vat's required, in his estimation, 

:5 before they can be restarted.  
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15 was?

KM. KELLYs Which volume? 

MR. MURPHYs Volume II, I think, which follov 
-- which as White's actual Volume I think. I think Mr.  
Parris submitted Volume I to-

MR. KELLY, Volume I is the TVA system Volume 
I is S*quoyah, Volume III is another plan.  

PI. MURPKYs Which was the firvt on suabmitted 

by Mr. White? 

MR. KELLYr Volume I, the corporate organizatLon

-ecovery plan,

APEX Reporing 
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They' re more xtenatyv than the eleven issues 
rased here in the ESRS perception. Thoe are on the record.  
and he is. as far as r know, following his recovery plan.  

MR. - "IRPY, as that recovery pLan prepared 
by Rr. White, himseltf 

MR. uKELLY no.  

MR. NURPBHy Did you participate in the dveLopmen 
of the recovery plan? 

MR. KELLY I reviewed parts of the -- of varo 
recovery plans. very little of the Watts nar. aLmest none 
of it, almost none of the Sequoyah, but a reat deal of the 
corporate Volume I of the recovery plan which addres not 
Lndividua technical issues, but overall programatL issues.  

MR. NURPHYs Do you know who the author of that
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KR. SrRPMYy Okay. Did you participate n the 

2 writing of that? 

, t SN.- KELLYt Parts of it. yes.  

MR. nURPHY» Who else? 

SR. KULLTr Many, many people.  

6  MR. nU PRYs On the review of these -- the 

7 preparation of the technical responses and the evolvement 

8 tfrom what appears -- we've been describing as the evoLution 

9 of these documents a few times, did Mr. Houston partic-pate 

10 in this at all? 

MR. KELLYs He readl ome -- some of the sumaries.  

12 That's, essentially, all his involvement would have been.  

12 MR. MURPHYg But did he - did he approve them, 

14 or di4 he write any of them, or do anything Like that? 

5 InR. KELLYt The attachments to-

6 IWR. MURPHYs Yes.  

SNKR. KELLY» No, he wouldn't have written any 

i8  of them.  

19 MR. MURPHY9 This interview is concluded at 

20 3LS p.m., May 12, 197, and we appreciate your time.  

21 (Whereupon, at 3slS p.m., Kay 12, 1997, the above 

22 L terview was concluded.) 

23 I
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were held as f.ere_.t p??ears, n-D a % - s .Is t.a :z= , 

acr.rate and colete Carascript prepared !fr- the notes 

-.d/or reczrd.ngs taken of the above t.rled proceedq...

.V. RaB=ussen 
Reporter 

:. Becroft, S. Haye s L. Murhy 
Transc.r;zer

5/12/87 

5/13/97 
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